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Introduction 

Medicare Advantage (MA) is the most likely source of membership and 
revenue growth for payers over the next four years. The combination 
of demographics, disproportionate selection of MA over traditional 
Medicare A & B, and the anticipated GOP leadership in Washington, DC 
are expected to drive even faster enrollment growth than the  
10 percent seen over the past ten years.

Of course, growing markets attract tough competition as health plans jockey for more 
members, larger market share and an overall bigger piece of the MA pie. There are, 
however, limited ways of achieving these objectives, including consolidation (buying 
membership), pricing to buy market share, and product innovation.  In this whitepaper, 
because we believe that product innovation is a sustainable growth method, we focus on 
the challenges, opportunities, and solutions to pursue innovation to achieve member and 
revenue growth objectives.
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Competitive Landscape: 
The competitive landscape for Medicare Advantage is well-known and drives consolidation 
for scale as well as innovation in provider contracting and risk-sharing, clinical quality, and 
plan administrative operations.  However, one area that has lagged in significant innovation 
is product design. 

The nature of the Medicare Advantage system forces annual product (health plans 
offered by payers) innovation cycles based around the Annual Enrollment Period and the 
preceding Bid process.  This mandated filing process constrains payers with an enormous 
administrative burden and related costs as well as potential inaccuracies and concomitant 
penalties associated with the creation and management of these same products. The 
combination of long product cycles and the high marginal costs typical of new product 
creation also creates barriers to product innovation — barriers difficult to overcome without 
a new approach.

HighRoads’ MA Advance solution offers payers the ability to drop the marginal costs to 
nearly zero, opening the door for rapid, automated realization of innovation. This solution 
centralizes the source of truth for all product information and, more importantly, transforms 
the process for efficiency and rapid visibility throughout the bid (i.e. product development) 
cycle, opening the door for differentiating innovation to sub-segment the individual MA 
market and meet the unique needs of EGWPs for explosive sales growth.

Competing to Win 
To gain an advantage in this highly competitive space payers must be able to:

    Streamline the bid process

    Create differentiated products 

    Create substantially more products to segment and sub-segment the market

MA payers are currently differentiating product as best as they can, chasing $0 premiums 
and copays and other differentiating coverage concepts. However, payers are limiting the 
number of options they create; there is a fundamental scarcity mindset with payers self-
limiting the number and variability of plans they offer based on the administrative burden 
and compliance risk in pursuing a greater number of plans. With payers operating within the 
limitations of the current processes and systems, self-limitation is the natural choice.
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Creating New/Editing Current Plans
The process of creating new products - or merely updating last year’s plans - is a 
stereotypical government approval process, complete with an antiquated government tool 
(the Bid Pricing Tool or BPT), a byzantine output (the Plan Benefit Package or PBP), internal 
approvals for this plan design (network, pharmacy, underwriting / actuarial, core admin 
system), submission to and multiple iterations with CMS, and finally approval, only after 
which does the work of creating the member communications begin. For those suffering 
from flashbacks from the previous list, it’s not hard to recognize the opportunities throughout 
this process: better documentation for the internal process, faster iteration around a source 
of truth, ability to tweak PBPs to reflect outside-of-MA considerations such as for D-SNPs.

Creating the Bid
Creating the bid itself is an arduous internal process including multiple constituencies who 
need a clear, consistent source of truth to understand what is being proposed. Today, 
payers are doing this with manually created side documents that may or may not accurately 
reflect the BPT / PBP output and also may or may not include the addition of Medicaid 
coverage impact, as an example. These side documents are usually spreadsheets or word 
documents — the height of sophistication often being a Sharepoint site, with the expected 
versioning and comprehension issues. 

Iterating the Bid
Iterating the bid with CMS and understanding the full impact of these changes across the 
enterprise is also a common challenge for payers. Communicating these changes and the 
actions necessary to assure sustainable growth is complicated by the confusing and non-
human-digestible documents provided.

Member Document Creation
Once the bid is finally approved, the work begins to create compliant and accurate member 
documents. Often, this is done by hand, and/or sometimes with outdated software; either 
approach results in a process that takes inordinate time and effort to generate documents 
that avoid CMS penalties ($13MM assessed last year), reduces iteration with the regional 
office, and ultimately provides enough time for translation and distribution.

Altogether, this is a process that begs for improvement to support lower product 
development cost to encourage more innovation and therefore sales.
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The Competitive Advantage 
Achieving higher sales through a more diverse product offerings comes 
down to having the tools and processes needed to support a faster 
pace of innovation with higher efficiency. HighRoads offers MA Advance 
solution on its P2 Advance platform to provide the necessary single 
source of truth which: 

     Ingests native PBP files

    Outputs custom benefit matrices or other documents for internal consumption 

    Accepts additional data needed for benefit design and member communications

    Allows manual changes to the benefit data to reflect the complexity of duals  
and other coverage

    Supports iteration and versioning

    Provides compliant document templates

    Generates the documents needed to communicate with members

Ultimately, the solution supports the creation of time – time to market test, time to review 
rigorously, and time to translate.

Because the BPT has the requirements and logic that CMS demands, the PBP output is 
the starting point for bid creation and to a degree, product design. The ability to ingest 
this file in seconds and to translate it into a structured benefit data model is critical to 
comprehension, manipulation, and eventually communication. Delays of days or even weeks 
in this translation is a fatal flaw to be avoided, and near-instantaneous availability opens 
opportunities.

During a bid creation process, the internal stakeholders need access. Ideally, they would 
have access via the user interface of any solution, allowing them to explore and understand 
the proposed product; however, many payers have created distribution processes using 
custom benefit matrices or other documents as the communication vehicle. Our solution 
includes the ability to generate those custom documents within seconds based on 
templates created once and reused with each iteration of a product design. This opens the 
opportunity for more extensive market testing and rigorous internal review.

The PBP is a necessary component of a product design but it is insufficient for members 
to construct the product fully. Aggregating the necessary additional data at carrier, product 
style (e.g. HMO-POS with Rx), and specific product levels is critical to the data structure and 
streamlining the overall process for the enterprise.
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Also necessary for D-SNP and other plans is the ability to tweak benefit and, notably, 
member responsibility data to reflect additional coverage from Medicaid. Obviously, this is 
not captured in the BPT or PBP today, so codifying this in a source of truth is critical to the 
complete understanding of the products as well as accurate communications to members 
and brokers. Additionally, there are opportunities in adjusting similar plans for different 
geographical branding and positioning. Carrying region-specific language as data to be 
automatically generated in documentation creates flexibility in product creation.
In all these changes in the system, versioning and the ability to compare versions is critical 
to tracking and compliance. Inadvertent changes are the bane of the bid process and can 
be avoided through the appropriate solution capabilities.

An example use-case is the situation in which a competitor has a product that is 
wildly successful, one that is readily copied by your health plan. Copying that plan is 
straightforward, assuming some level of network comparability, but the real opportunity is to 
create 5, 10, 15 additional products that are slightly modified versions of that plan, adjusting 
service cost shares, deductibles, max benefits, other considerations by small margins to 
create more flavors of that successful base product. With minimal cost to create those new 
products, the advantage is obvious.
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HighRoads Solutions: 

An Investment to Win 
Ultimately, innovating at dramatically lower cost is about differentiating and winning in the 
market – winning new individual business and winning new EGWP business through the 
same pace and cost to market. The impact of innovation creates sustainable differentiation 
to grow not only at the pace of MA growth but to win market share profitably. Growing at 
5-10 percent per year is only treading water. HighRoads is here to unshackle your innovation 
and help you grow as fast as you can conceive.
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Learn More
For further information about this white paper or to discuss its specific implications  
for your organization, contact: info@highroads.com
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